
The New Standards Check Test – SC1 

 

Introduction. 

 

The current check test is to be replaced on the 7
th

 April 2014.  At the moment there is a plethora of 

workshops, conferences all geared up for the major change.  These conferences are not cheap.  They 

range from a single figure (monetary) to double figures from some of the big players of the ADI 

organisations.  You then also need to factor in your loss of earnings, travel costs and accommodation 

if you do not wish to arrive tired on the day.  My article offers a normative prescription as to how  I 

see what skills you need and what you already know.  After all, the skills of “core competencies” 

should not be thrown or wasted away.  All you need is an extra set of skills to deal with the diverse 

range of customers.  I will be discussing  each primary activity and how it relates to the “National 

driver and rider training standard.” 

 

Lesson Planning. 

We as ADI’s operate in a service industry and we need to put the pupil’s agenda first.  Unit 6.3.3 – 

Coach element of the National driver and rider training standards states: 

“….listen to what the learner tells you….”   If the learner comes out with something bizarre such as “I 

want to drive on the dual carriageway” and as a novice driver, they are still in the early stages of 

driving, then we can ask more open ended questions.   Such as “What skills do you think we need to 

drive on fast moving roads?”  A goal needs to be discussed and agreed in a mutual manner.  The 

SMART concept can be employed here.  Goals need to be Smart, Measureable, Realistic and Time 

specific/bound.   This is an area where the learning style if identified at an early stage, will yield 

significant results in the pupils development of driving.  As humans we all have different or a 

combination of learning styles.  A good starting point is the VARK Questionnaire which can be 

googled on the search engine.  This will enable you as an Instructor/coach to use the different tools to 

make learning enjoyable and easier for your pupils.  Your lessons will become both enjoyable for you 

and your pupil. 

The SC1 identifies “practice areas” as being suitable?  Route planning is not new.  A route needs to be 

planned according to the pupils skills and abilities.  Encouragement ought to be given to the pupil to 

add value on their already successfully built up psychomotor skills.  Route planning needs to be 

agreed so the pupil is not over burdened with traffic and with fixed and moving hazards, according to 

Roadcraft. 

Risk Management. 

This is an area where on the SC1 Check Form, a score of 7 or less will result in an automatic fail?   

Again,  I am going to make reference to unit 6.3.3 of the National driver / rider training standard.  

Under criteria 6 it states “…at all times, exercise your responsibility for the safety of yourself, the 

learner and other road users.”  So in essence, this is nothing new to us as Instructors?  The use of 

dual controls or grabbing the steering wheel should be the instructor’s last resort to avert dangerous 

encounter with other road users. If the route planning element had been agreed, there ought to be very 



little risk management taking place.  However, as Instructors we cannot eliminate risk altogether.  

When faced with any moving or other types of hazard such as roadwork’s (which is quite common in 

winter months due to pot-holes being repaired)  we can start to ask open-ended questioning such as: 

“How far are you looking and what hazards might affect you?” 

 Get your pupil to start to think about how the hazard could affect them?  This needs to be done in a 

timely manner according to the pupils ability.  As a beginner, the more earlier the better to allow for 

more thinking time.   If in the worse case scenario, time is running out and the pupil fails to respond, 

the “control intervention” could be justified.  We as instructors are already doing this, so there should 

be no fear of failing this part of the standard check test. 

 

Teaching & Learning Strategies. 

This is an area where the present system of fault finding, analysing it and offering the remedy (Known 

as the Core Competencies) significantly differs from the standards check.  Although as instructors and 

coach, we have the expert power of knowledge and skills, we as instructors need to empower our 

pupils to be able to take on responsibility of learning.  The National standards of driver and rider 

states in section 6.3.6   “….transfer the balance of responsibility for their learning…..as soon as they 

are ready to take it.” 

If from the onset, a particular learning style or a combination of learning styles has been identified, 

the instructor/coach ought to have different teaching tools to encourage learning.  This could be mind 

mapping, mnemonics, self – visualisation, scaling method to name a few.  Being client centred 

involves being honest with yourself.  If an ADI/PDI is not sure about a specific query, it is better to do 

some research and then inform the pupil. 

In my previous article I have dedicated a blog as to why the sandwich method of giving feedback is 

no longer appropriate. So I will not dwell on this for too long.  Feedback should be encouraged from 



the pupil highlighting what aspects of driving they enjoyed.  Furthermore, the pupil ought to be 

encouraged where improvements need to be made. 

 

Value Chain of SC1 Competencies. 

Being a visual person and looking at forms did not go well with me.  Indeed it reminded me of set of 

instructions for assembling flat pack furniture from the days of MFI (More furniture ideas)  I have 

devised an SC1 value chain with the three horizontal primary activities.  Underneath are the 

supporting pillars which will guide you to the maximum score of 51.  I have termed / coined it “value  

chain” because as instructors/coach we need to add value to the pupils set of skills.  After all we are 

teaching for a reward. 

 

 

Finally…….. 

 

We do not need to abandon what we learnt on Part 3 of the ADI qualifying exams.  As a proactive 

instructor do some reading on the aspects of coaching.  A good starting point is to point you towards 

my website www.fleetmasteruk.com and read the blogs on driver development.  Any queries or 

questions, feel free to email me on farrahdrivertraining@gmail.com 
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